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The Witch’s Cat - Scenario 
A band of orcs has been marauding through the countryside and several small villages have been evacuated to 
keep their occupants safe.  However, in the rush to get everyone out of one village the witch’s cat, Greevo, has 
been left behind. 

Nanny, the witch, has insisted that her cat be rescued.  She seems to have some influence over the commander 
of the guard from the nearby city, so a squad of guardsman has been dispatched. 

An orcish shaman is well aware of the witch and he too wants to catch Greevo.  Accompanied by a small 
warband, he is heading for the village. 

Greevo starts in the middle of the village square at the centre of the board.  The two warbands enter from 
anywhere along the edges of the opposite ends of the board. 

Any humanoid figure may pick up Greevo by moving into base-to-base contact with him.  However, he is 
untrusting, vicious and will make an attack on any figure carrying him at the beginning of the Fighting phase. 

Greevo:  move 9”, run 13”, Destiny 3+, claw attack +2, Destiny modifier +0.  Terrifying to dogs. 

Provided they survive his attacks, the figure holding Greevo can move with him but cannot run, shoot or fight.  
If Knocked Down or taken out of the game they drop the cat, who will try to run back to the centre of the village 
square at the beginning of the next movement phase. 

The winner is the warband whose figure manages to leave the board carrying Greevo. 

At the end of turn 8 night falls, and if Greevo is still on the board he vanishes.  Both players then lose.  Both 
players also lose if Greevo is killed. 

Treat buildings as Type 3 Difficult Terrain.  Figures inside buildings but not touching an outer wall cannot see 
out or be seen from outside.  Walls are Type 2 linear Difficult Terrain, fences are Type 1.  The wooded areas are 
Type 2 Difficult Terrain. 


